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Naked. Local. Bulk.  (NLB) 
ZERO WASTE food Market...Almost!

General Business Plan
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MISSION
Offer all possible food and non-food items typically found in a traditional supermarket:
- Without wasteful pre-packaging.
- Via hermetic glass bulk containers.
- In any amount needed; from 1oz on up.
- Sustainably procured and/or originating from as close to NLB’s physical location as possible.
- Minimizing and eliminating waste; food, material, energy, water, personnel, etc., in all facets. 

From these actions, a fresher, chemical free, higher quality, less costly product which can be tracked back to the source, promoting 
transparency, sustainability in the food supply chain, and a better connection/experience in the food purchasing/making experience, 
will be the rewards for any NLB customer.

Practicing zero waste, sustainability in all facets, transparency, collaboration, education.. are a few of the core Tenets that NLB is 
built on. All for the purpose of making more sustainable choices, and having a positive impact in business, and all aspects of life. 

WHAT NLB DOES
We buy food and non-food items in large bulk quantities, sell these items without pre-determined packaging, at the lowest prices we 
can offer. As well as making items in-house for sale on our floor, and practicing and promoting zero waste and sustainable methods 
in all facets.

All packaging that is offered or sold by NLB will be able to be returned to the market for; 
- reuse
- composting
- recycling
- returned for a deposit
- disposed of properly in a worse case scenario

NLB promotes “Use Your Own CLEAN Container”, as a better way to acquire your food products. Compared to almost all  
products on the market that are packaged in durable materials, but get tossed soon after use, “use your own CLEAN container”  
is a no brainer as it can be used over, and over, and over again.

Promotion of a clean and sterile food shopping and working experience through food safety instructions, programs, materials, edu-
cations, and collaboration, for an obsessive focus on “clean” in all aspects.

NLB will operate a commercial kitchen to dehydrate, bake, roast, mix, and make a bevy of items that are all made from the supplies 
we sell to our customers. Which have been procured ethically and with transparency, and as sustainably close to NLB as possible.

Providing a needed sustainable and affordable alternative to the over-consumption, unsustainable, and wastefulness that a typical 
grocery or big box store offers and promotes. 

NLB provides transparency to anyone about (almost) everything NLB. Including such things as: products and services that  
customers are purchasing and using, personnel, who we work with and why, where all the money comes from and goes, chemicals 
used and why, contact info for all vendors, plus anything else that gets the customer as close to, and as knowledgeable about the 
source of their food, and the processes it went through.

Offers a base wage of $15.00 per hour —that will increase year over year, while not raising prices because of it.
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NLB WILL SERVE
NLB will directly serve the community to which we will be located in. Providing a better choice (and potentially the only choice to 
some) for their grocery buying experience for reasons such as; location, higher quality product at an affordable price, sustainability 
and transparency, buy only what you need, and food waste reduction/elimination.

NLB will additionally serve those individuals, both inside and out of the direct community, who are actively seeking an alternative to 
the typical market where everything is pre-packaged in durable “disposable” (but not at all disposable), unsustainable, unrecyclable, 
uncompostable, and unreturnable materials. 

We will serve Individuals who are seeking to purchase higher quality chemical free products, at affordable prices, in quantities that 
they can consume without wasting. Resulting in fresher food, saving money, eating healthier, eating smarter, and creating less 
waste. 

Anyone could rely on NLB for something in their daily life.

THE NEED FOR NLB
The need for a sustainable food market option with less waste and a better connection to the product is ubiquitous in the region. 
NLB aims to locate in, or as close to, a food desert as possible. Bringing an otherwise unavailable, sustainable, chemically free and 
affordable food option to individuals who both need, and want it. 

We are becoming more aware of how our actions impact the world around us, especially with our food choices and the amount of 
waste that creates. NLB offers a missing piece to that developing awareness; a waste, packaging, and almost plastic free grocery 
option that aims to have, and promote, a minimal and sustainable environmental footprint. 

Food waste is overwhelming across the regions, the state, the country, and the globe. The need for reduction in food waste, over 
consumerism, and over-consumption, is through the roof. At NLB we will promote, and operate under a “less is more” Tenet.  
Thereby encouraging people to buy less, not more. And to buy only what you need, instead of more...more...more. 

Food markets in the region that do offer bulk sections, treat these areas as more of an after thought to the store, than the main 
focus. These sections are neglected across the board in varying ways:
- having a ‘dirty’ or ‘unclean’ appearance
- scoopers and utensils that appear as if they have never been cleaned
- poor and awkward bulk bin placement; too high or too low
- poor bin access experiences; lids don’t stay up, get jammed, are broken
- hermetic / air tight containers are nonexistent, thus products become hardened and stale
- inefficient guidance, education, promotion, or lack of proper tools for bulk customers; scales, sustainable packaging, sustainable 
writing utensils, customer service

With NLB, we will remedy all of this, and push farther: 
- Have the highest cleanliness standards.
- All equipment will be on a constant cleaning schedule and rotation. 
- All bulk bins / jars at NLB will be at an accessible height and ergonomic. 
- Bins will either be latch lid, or screw top. 
- All bins at NLB will be hermetic. 
- Education in every aspect of NLB to everyone, is a top priority, to make the bulk food buying experience simple, and fun!

The amount of waste, over-consumption, and trash is far past a manageable level. Simply take a walk in any direction in a straight 
line from where you are at, and you won’t get a half a mile without seeing some form of human created trash from food.  
NLB is simply a tiny part of what we think is needed to bring about positive change. 
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WHAT MAKES NLB DIFFERENT
Naked Local Bulk is an experience. Think of a smaller, local, mom and pop corner store, farmers market, but with a BIG purposeful 
food idea! Where you know everyone who works at the market, and they know you. A small footprint with limitless potential. 

NLB will be the only store of it’s kind in Pittsburgh, in Pennsylvania, and potentially even farther for how we have chosen to operate. 

In the local communities, and the at large area, there are many grocery locations that have some sort of bulk section. Some with 
only a couple options, and others with a decent pushed out area. But none are specifically geared towards bulk, package-less, or 
sustainable foods and goods. NLB will be 100% committed to loose bulk food offerings. 

Unlike any bulk only food market you go into, Naked Local Bulk will have a full commercial kitchen to make, bake, toast, roast, 
dehydrate, and so on, all sorts of food options for our customers, from the same food ingredients that we sell. 

NLB will encourage out customers to use their own CLEAN food grade containers when shopping at NLB. And we will be clear and 
rigid about the process of how a customer is to access the food; not with ones hands or dirty utensils. CLEAN is the goal. 

We will track all materials, food and non-food alike, thereby waste, that comes in and out of NLB for an aim of zero waste in all 
aspects. In conjunction, we will offer a take back service for all containers and packaging that we offer to; reuse, compost, recycle, 
provide a deposit refund, or dispose as a last resort.
 
NLB will be almost fully transparent to fellow employees, customers, the community we are in, and the public at large. Everyone will 
have as clear a view of NLB as anyone who collaborates here. 

NLB will not operate under the standard pyramid business scheme. There will be direct key individuals for points of contact, respon-
sibilities, and structure, everyone at NLB will be a collaborator. We will run on a flat and collaborative model where there are no 
titles and everyone is simply referred to as a “Collaborator”. This model is open, accepting, self-managed & managed by the rest of 
NLB collaboratively, where all thoughts from any source will be greeted and considered as if it were the greatest idea since sliced 
bread. This model promotes, trains, and empowers individuals to make key decisions, changes, improvements, and so forth, with-
out wasting time, money, and resources waiting around trying to find a superior, or seek approval, or simply needing to get a simple 
yes or no, or just a simple key, to proceed. 

NLB will not pay any employee less than $15.00 per hour. Which will increase yearly. 

NLB will promote everyone to buy less of something, instead of more. Unlike the typical food market model of more, more, more!
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NLB’S BUSINESS STRUCTURE
From the top down NLB operates on a self managed, and managed collaboratively system. Where no one has a title, but are simply 
referred to as collaborators. As that’s what we do at NLB. No management, or superior bureaucratic structure. But well trained and 
empowered individuals that can handle almost any situation in the store without a second thought. 

Each collaborating individual will have a specialized area of responsibilities, and will also be cross trained in all aspects of the store. 
Therefore in a pinch, they have the full knowledge of NLB, and can answer questions, resolve problems, make improvements, 
changes, and assist where needed, in all aspects, as they fully understand what is going on in NLB. 

While there is no “Manager”, “Supervisor”, or the like in the NLB flat collaborative system, there are key points of contact with 
specific responsibilities and duties. These individuals will NOT operate and lead by domination, aggression, intimidation, negative 
manipulative control, and other typical dysfunctional methods. But through knowledge, skills, patience, calmness, empathy, kind-
ness, and experience.

You wouldn’t be able to tell anyone at NLB apart from anyone else. Key individuals grow into their roles, not through intimidation, 
but through liberation; not through aggression, but wisdom; and not through a generic given title, but through earned respect from 
others.

This flat system comprises a prototype financial “leveling up” in regards to raises, and increase/different responsibilities. Where a 
certain percentage of all NLB collaborators will reach a financial threshold, then hold steady at that level until another percentage 
level is hit. Thus resulting in the entire structure of NLB being raised up equally, positively, progressively. This will include an annual 
increase of the base min. wage offered. As well as a limit from the bottom pay out, to the top, of no more than double.

NLB’S PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
NLB will offer an option of almost any food and non-food item found in a typical food market, but almost entirely loose via hermetic 
bulk bins, without pre-packaging, and in any amount one needs. Certain products will also be available over-the-counter with the  
assistance of an NLB collaborator. 

Additional offerings to our customers (but not limited to):
- custom and direct, low minimum quantity food orders; roasted nuts, breads, granolas, fruits, vegetables, etc
- ‘pay it forward’ programs where customers can pre-purchase certain necessary items, then a marked token is placed in a container 
for the paid item, and if a person who is in need in the future, but cannot purchase said item, they can ask for the token for a particu-
lar item if one is available and get the item for free, or a discounted rate (depending on the token). Items such as: bread, eggs, milk, 
beans/legumes, rice, fruit, vegetables. 
- farming, bulk food, home cooking, zero waste, and sustainably minded workshops, classes, videos, and materials
- take back of almost any packaging that we may sell to the customer for proper disposal 

NLB will offer drop-off and pick-up grocery services
Customers can drop off a list with; their CLEAN containers; containers bought from us; or use our container deposit system. Then 
an NLB collaborator will follow the list and fill the goods for the customer (in their or our containers), which they can then pick up at a 
designated later time or date that has been pre-scheduled. 

To fellow small business we plan to offer a few options: 
- purchase a portion of the goods that we are buying at actual base price when we do for their business
- purchase at a discount from the floor price for use in their business
- rent out space or equipment from NLB on off hours

Plus many more ideas, projects, and ways of alternative profits, will be tested as NLB grows
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MARKETING OF NLB
Pulling from farmers, small, local, and old school mom and pop esk corner store food markets, combing them with an almost zero 
waste and sustainable backbone, all built into a loose bulk food model, to create a truly unique food shopping experience. 

A place where one can get almost everything they need (most Items offered in a typical food market) like milk, eggs, bread, soap, 
beans, flour, etc., in any amount they need, but in an almost zero waste and sustainable, loose bulk food market setting.

A social hub of the community. Where individuals who both work there, and frequent as customers, know each other and great each 
other more as friends, than simply a customer, or service person in a retail situation. 

Warm, inviting, reminiscent of a grandmothers kitchen... a pantry stocked full of fantastic offerings. That’s NLB.

The most lucrative avenue for NLB’s marketing and exposure will be direct individual customer success;  word of mouth. 

THE BENEFIT OF NLB
NLB plans to provide an accessible, simple, sustainable, zero waste, package free, chemical free, and affordable food options to the 
community at large.

By purchasing all items in NLB in large bulk quantities, NLB can therefore offer customers a reduced cost (sometimes by drastic 
margins) when comparable to products offered by typical grocery markets. 

By removing the packaging, and shipping items in single large bulk quantities from as close to, or from the direct source of the  
product, you remove layers of costs and waste. Resulting in an affordable, higher quality, connected, and direct food supply chain.

Returning your packaging to NLB for reuse, composting, recycling, deposit refund, and disposal, is something that no other food 
market, let alone business, offers in the area. And at NLB we will take almost ALL of it back; almost any packaging that comes form 
us, we will take back for processing. We think that’s how a business should run. 

NLB’s business is built on sustainability and zero waste. And not the other way around, as per almost all business models. Without 
these core Tenets, there would be no NLB, but just another store selling more stuff that you don’t need. These Tenets don’t merely 
go through the environmental side...they are built into all aspects; from a $15 an hour base wage, to communications, through all 
financial decisions, and back through the environmental costs. We are our Tenets.

Being the first food market in the region to have a true bulk, zero waste, and sustainably structured food market, is a benefit for 
almost everyone involved, and not involved. As aspects of NLB can make there way into the community, resulting in positive impacts 
on individuals who have never even heard of a bulk food market, or patroned NLB. 
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PROJECTED FINANCIAL INVESTMENT
It is a ludicrous concept to project the future. We can only guess (just the same as anyone else) with the best information at hand.

The structure of NLB is focused on the ability to succeed and thrive through higher than average grocery profit margins buy buying 
in very large bulk, and selling it in loose bulk, with no pre-determind packaging. This is a result of buying bulk-direct from the source 
at the lowest price possible, an intern selling these products at the lowest price we can to customers, while still making higher mar-
gins across the board, and offering customers the best products, at the lowest prices. 

NLB will “soft open” for the first couple weeks to work out kinks before an “official opening” is declared. 

The NLB model of collaboration and open idea exchange leads to endless possibilities. As NLB progresses through the years -1, 
2, 3, 5, and son on- the wealth of resources to pull from (both internally from collaborators, and externally from customers/public) 
expands upon exponentially as we grow and explore where else the sustainable NLB model can be utilized. All with the exact same 
original purpose, and Tenets of NLB.

Estimated startup costs (covering initial launch, and first 12 months):
- Food Purchases:    $150,000 
- Employee Costs:   $150,000
- Equipment, Tools, Materials, etc:  $100,000
- Build-out/up & Renovation  $50,000
- Sustainable Upgrades:   $40,000
- Licences, Permits, Certifications: $10,000
TOTAL:     $500,000

Current existing funding in Additional to the $500,000: 
Personal Investment of approx. $83,000 for items not mentioned above, such as, but not limited to:
- rent or mortgage - working capital
- emergency use - misc.

Projected Net Revenue:
• 1st 3 to 12 months operating at a loss as a result of real world circumstances; customers, processes, inventory, etc.   
      - End of 1st full year is predicted to break even, or marginal profits for the last month.
 - At some point around 6 months, we will explore expanding into another location
• 2nd full year: 
• 3rd full year: 

***All projections are with renting/leasing space. Ownership of building/property will add an estimated $150,000 - $300,000+ to the 
scenario if sought. 

**Owning a building vs renting/leasing space; 
- more control over sustainable and waste reductive practices
- avoidance of rental increases and related roadblocks
- additional tenants in the structure to reduce direct building costs, and increase NLB profit margin
- installing sustainable infrastructure for all tenants to proliferate more sustainable business ventures
- overall experimentation and promotion of sustainable practices in business 
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INITIAL FOOD PURCHASES
The initial food purchasing amount includes all initial products that will be available on a planned day one opening. All items will be 
purchased in the most sustainable way known and available to NLB at that time. Factors considered when purchasing product are, 
but not at all limited to:
- amount of bulk in size; 10s, 100s, 1,000s pounds of goods. 
- space available for storage at NLB
- method of storage/customer floor access at NLB; dry, cool, cold, frozen
- shelf life of product
- cost of product for NLB in different large bulk amounts
- method and cost of transportation
- lead time for order
- time for shipping
- method of payment

Some of the items that NLB will offer will not be available for purchase at the time of opening day. The reasons for this are, but not at 
all limited to:
- availability of product (which is out of our control)
- time of year NLB opens (some items are only available for purchase at certain times of the year)
- NLB’s working capital
- projected sales of base product or in-house made items from such product

INITIAL EMPLOYEE FUNDING
The initial requested funding for (3) three full time employees (including the owner) includes, but is not limited to, the following for the 
first year of operation of NLB starting when the first collaborator (employee) is brought on:
- employee wages
- all federal, state, and local tax
- worker compensation insurance
- health insurance
- training
- misc. unknown

It is possible that these funds, depending on the speed of success of NLB, could be used for, but not at all limited to:
- bringing on additional collaborators (employees) in either full time, part time, or other labor roles
- additional taxes, insurance, training for NLB collaborators 
- additional inventory purchases
- other aspects of the NLB business
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INITIAL EQUIPMENT FUNDING 
In every possible scenario where equipment needs to be purchased, used equipment will be sought after first. Buying new might be 
the only option in a situation, but it will be the last resort. All will be sought using sustainable criteria of all manor.  
Below is a list of, but not limited to, potential equipment sought:
- Aprons
- Baking Oven
- Blender, Grinder, Food Processor
- Checkout Bags (heavy duty and sustainable); purchasable only
- Cleaning & Maintenance Equipment  and Supplies
- Cooler (Storage)
- Cooler (Floor)
- Cooling / Drying / Storage Racks
- Commercial / Floor Mixer
- Dehumidifier
- Dehydrator(s)
- Stone Flour Milling Machine
- Food Container Scoops, Spoons, Tongs; Long Handled
- Food Slicer; manual/automatic: super thin min. at 1/16
- Freezer (Storage)
- Freezer (Floor)
- Glass Food Hermetic Containers: carboys, flip-tops, screw tops, nozzle dispensers
- Kitchen and Cleaning Gloves; compostable, reusable
- Kitchen Tools; Knives, Bowls, Containers, Pans, Pots, Cutting Boards, etc. 
- Metal Work / Prep Table(s)
- Nut and Seed Roaster 
- Phone System
- POS System
- Range (small)
- Security System
- Shopping Baskets
- Shopping Carts (small) with quarter locking system
- Sound System
- Scales (min 4)
- Shelving, Racks, Hooks
- Shelving: freezer / cooler
- Three Tub Sink
- Towels and Rags

Additionally, items will be built and made on-site from ideally reclaimed and suitable materials. Items such as, but not limited to:
- floor shelving and storage 
- backroom/warehouse shelving and storage
- stands, counters, racks, checkout, etc. 
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PROJECTED SPACE 
The projected space in which NLB can be accomplished is currently at 2,000 sqft. 

In reality, this is an unknown as the space will lead to how NLB is setup. Whatever space is found will determine how NLB will  
function: how things are stored, where they are stored, how much storage is possible, how deliveries are orchestrated, how things 
are laid out, the distribution of space efficiently, and so on. 

While there are many idyllic situations that would benefit Naked. Local. Bulk. where the location/space is already equipped with what 
we need, the things at this moment that are required: clear access for a pallet jack/pushable electric forklift, from inside to a vehicle 
that is outside, or vice versa; space and electrical capacity for both a walk in cooler and freezer.

The space will largely depend on if a lease of such a space allows for a sustainable operation. We will not move into a leased space 
if sustainable methods cannot be implemented.

There is a scenario in which two spaces will be required. This would happen if the first, main space -where the storefront will be- is 
too small for the proper storage of product. In this scenario, a second space will be required to warehouse our food and storage 
stock. This must contain both cold and freezer space, and be within walking distance.

BUILD-OUT/UP & MISC. FUNDING
The Build Out / Up of the space will depend on the space itself and how much infrastructure is already present. If required, efficient, 
and key components such as; electric, water/plumbing, walls, floors, ceiling, windows, lighting, and so on, are not at a basic level of 
sustainability to open, then improvements and/or repairs will me made. 

This section of funding is also flexible in the event that these funds are not all necessary. As such, they can be transferred to  
equipment, inventory, or another aspects of the business in a need situation. 

SUSTAINABLE UPGRADE FUNDING
This funding will be geared towards “green and sustainability upgrades” and not repairs to existing systems. 

These Sustainable Upgrades could include, but are not limited to:
- Solar Paneling and Infrastructure
- Large Battery/Energy Storage
- Green Roof, Building, and Surrounding Area implementation; plants, garden, micro farming
- Day & Seasonal, Heating & Cooling implementations: windows, seals, double door installation, paint, green infrastructure
- Plus any and all other ways to reduce waste of water, energy, fossil fuels, costs, and the like for a fully realized sustainable  
business
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NLB FUTURE PLANS
Naked. Local. Bulk. is built to start, run, and succeed sustainably within one location. However, all aspects of NLB are set up with 
the ultimate goal for scaled up expansion. And for the continual experimenting and implementation of sustainability processes in 
every single aspect of possibility available to NLB.

Tinkering and ironing our real world challenges will be heavily present. As net income develops and increases, status will be taken 
and a search will begin to expand to an additional location, following the exact same tenets of NLB.  

With this expansion, a companion section or connected side store using all current goods NLB uses and offers will be sought after 
as well. This could range in any number of areas, but it would be very specific for the purpose to expand on the existing products 
NLB makes in-house. This could be, but not at all limited to (all zero waste and sustainably driven);
- a dedicated organic method farmed whole wheat bread bakery
- a pastry and related concepts
- an organic whole wheat pizza house
- a vegan gyro joint
- a donut concept
- a pasta making/teaching concept
- plus more...

In addition to the side store concepts, there are also rough outlines for
- micro farming models on-site at NLB, off-site, or in collaboration with an existing farming operation. These include common,  
uncommon, rare, and hard to grow items for this region. 
- composting of approved materials in a commercial method model
- reuse of any and all items, but starting with shipping and building materials (mainly wood), in a reuse store model

All of these will follow all stringent sustainable and zero waste tenets of NLB. Thereby pushing the envelope in each sector that they 
exist in. Also, as NLB will be buying from sources in large bulk, additional location, secondary concepts, and other ventures, will all 
pull from the main sources of NLB. Thereby reducing initial and consumer costs. 

Each concept mentioned has it’s own short rough initial single page plan.

Concepts are not limited to the above mentioned, and will continue to expand as NLB succeeds. 


